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OUR TEAM

9 full-time staff 
(8 professionally qualified) 

4 part-time staff



ABOUT DBS LIBRARY PRESS
DBS Library Press is a centre for expertise in library publishing in
Ireland; supporting academic discourse and pedagogy through the
publication of peer-reviewed, open access journals and
monographs.

Principles:

vOpen Access

vCross-Institutional

vInter-disciplinary

vPeer Reviewed

vAcademic

vPublishing content by undergraduate and postgraduate students beside that of faculty and 
practitioners



OUR PUBLICATIONS

Studies in Arts and Humanities Journal 

(biannual) since 2015
DBS Business Review (annual) since 2017

Both journals 
are indexed on 
DOAJ, EBSCO 
and ProQuest 
Databases









“The experience of  Travellers in Ireland is similar to 
indigenous groups around the world. We share a history 
of  being defined as inferior by the majority population, 
resulting in oppression and assimilation. Our culture 
has been denied and relegated to something that has 
no worth or value, our languages are becoming extinct 
and our connection to land through traditional camping 
areas have been demolished in the name of  ‘so-called’ 
modernisation.”

Martin Collins, Director of  Pavee Point, 2017





Vol. 3, No. 2 : Special Issue on Minorities and 
Indigenous People

vMonash University                                                                    

vUniversity of Hawaii

vTrinity College Dublin

vUniversity College Dublin

vUniversity of Auckland 

vUniversity of St Andrews

vCambridge University

vRoyal College of Surgeons in 
Ireland

Academic contributions from:



Vol. 3, No. 2 : Special Issue on Minorities and 
Indigenous People

vIrish Travellers

vRoma

vMāori

vAustralian Aboriginal

vNative Hawaiian

vLakota Sioux Nation 

vSephardic Jews

Minorities and Indigenous People Represented:



ARDMHEARA MÍCHEÁL MAC DONNCHA



MARTIN COLLINS



BRIDGY AND MOLLY COLLINS
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CORE VALUES OF LIBRARIANSHIP

‘The foundation of modern librarianship rests on an essential set 
of core values that define, inform, and guide our professional 
practice. These values reflect the history and ongoing 
development of the profession and have been advanced, 
expanded, and refined by numerous policy statements of the 
American Library Association. Among these are: access, 
confidentiality/privacy, democracy, diversity, education and 
lifelong learning, intellectual freedom, preservation, the 
public good, professionalism, service, and social 
responsibility’.

Adopted June 29, 2004, by the ALA Council.


